• Endow agents with interest-bearing outside asset (money).
• Price level is denoted   
• Inflation rate   =    −1 
• Central bank sets interest rate (  ) in period  - is strictly increasing.
Fiscal Policy
• All agents face nominal lump-sum tax equal in last period  -Lump-sum tax equal to outstanding per-capita money.
• This fiscal policy is Ricardian.
• Price level is indeterminate in final period.
• Price level in earlier periods is determined by expectations of   
Aggregate Asset Pricing Equation
• Money is an asset, and its price satisfies Euler equation.
• Average Euler equation:
• Note: borrowing constraints can't bind.
• All agents need to hold sufficient financial wealth to pay period  taxes.
Connecting Real Activity and Inflation: Phillips Curve
• Start with equilibrium marginal utility   from real model.
• The inverse "Phillips curve" is:
Price Level Adjustment and the Phillips Curve
: price level adjusts instantaneously
• If  is near zero, then price level adjusts nearly instantaneously.
• Empirical aside: recent "disappearance" of Phillips curve implies  is near infinity, not near zero.
Equilibrium in a Model with Price Rigidities
Start with equilibrium (     ) to purely real model (  Γ ).
The equilibrium (      ) in the model with price rigidities satisfies:
Two Results
Result 1
For any positive , there exists an equilibrium such that ln( c   ) ≥ 
• Intuition: Fiscal policy is Ricardian.
• The period  inflation rate is indeterminate.
• Hence, period  real outcomes are also indeterminate in equilibrium.
Result 2: Suppose (  ) ≥    Then, for any   0 there exists an equilibrium such that:
• Proof: By backward induction.
• Note: Raising   raises c   and so lowers b   .
-"Neo-Fisherianism" isn't valid..
Backward Induction: Part 1
• The aggregate Euler equation implies:
where    is the risk-neutral expectation in the real economy:
Backward Induction: Part 2
• Lower bound + Jensen's inequality implies:
• For any  there exists eq'm with ln c   ≥ 
• And so, for any  there exists an equilibrium such that:
